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In Wolverhampton City of Sanctuary we picked up on this issue as it affects asylum seekers we have got to 
know and respect. We then researched on-line and found that the issue is national and quite widespread as 
the following extract from the charity Freedom from Torture website explains: 

“For many survivors, speaking about their experiences of torture can be a profoundly re-traumatising 
experience. This is made worse when evidence about their torture, including forensic documentation provided 
by independent medical experts, is incorrectly disregarded or misused by the Home Office’s asylum 
caseworkers. The pain of dredging up horrific memories is compounded by the frustration and confusion of 
being wrongly disbelieved, and the fear of being returned to the threat of further torture. 

In 2016, our ‘Proving Torture’ report looked at 50 cases where survivors of torture had submitted expert 
medical evidence in support of their asylum applications. It found that in a large number of cases evidence of 
torture was misused or incorrectly dismissed, in contravention of the Home Office’s own policies, creating 
unnecessary trauma for survivors and avoidable expense for taxpayers. 

In every case we looked at, caseworkers failed to apply the correct standard of proof … 74% of the cases we 
researched involved caseworkers ignoring the findings of medical experts in favour of their own opinions...” 

Where the final results were known 76% of such cases were ultimately lost by the Home Office on appeal, as 
opposed to a standard overturn rate of 30%. Freedom from Torture called for better training of Home Office 
staff so that fewer mistakes are made. They subsequently report some progress but also that ‘not enough has 
been done.’ This certainly tallies with our experience at the local level. It is a waste of public resources to 
pursue such a large number of expensive court cases where innocent people ultimately have a right to asylum. 

We would like your MP to write to the Home Office to ask the following 

1) What steps the Home Office has taken in the last year to improve the way its caseworkers and barristers 
handle evidence on torture, specifically that they apply the right level of evidence? What more will it do? 

2) That the Home Office should consider an evidence review of cases where torture has occurred, with a view 
to granting leave to remain in the UK to asylum seekers it accepts have been tortured and who pose no threat 
to public safety. We believe that this would help to clear the existing backlog of applications in the asylum 
system as well showing a fairer, more humane approach to the traumatised victims of atrocities and torture. 

George Reiss, Wolverhampton City of Sanctuary Trustee.  

 1 https://www.freedomfromtorture.org/news-blogs/21_11_2017/proving_torture_one_year_on (v4) 

 The UK asylum system is meant to protect people who have “a well-founded fear of persecution”. 

 The Home Office routinely fails to properly assess the applications of people it accepts have been tortured1  
and who have very solid reasons to leave their countries and apply for asylum in the UK. 

 In the process it breaks its own rules on how to assess applications, so losing about 75% of such cases. 

 However these cases often drag on for years with massive legal expenses that, if lost, achieve nothing  

 This is a waste of public money. 

 The Home Office often speculates that another part of the country of origin might be safe. This raises an 
almost unanswerable question - no asylum seeker can write to their persecutors and say “will I be safe if I 
move elsewhere?!” Victims of atrocities such as torture should not be put through such legal game-playing. 

 A fairer, less damaging, and less wasteful approach would be to train Home Office staff to assess each case 
properly on its merits - and not have targets on how many applications to accept or reject. 

https://www.freedomfromtorture.org/news-blogs/21_11_2017/proving_torture_one_year_on

